
TRASH TALK –
THANKSGIVING STUFF
YER FACE EDITION
It’s Turkey Day!!! Time to get fat and happy
people. And then, when you cannot have one more
round of food, you simply must have one more
wafer thin mint! Or perhaps a Savoy Truffle.

Hey, is anybody out there having the John Madden
specialty of Turducken instead of turkey?

Okay, this is a short trash talk for the
Thursday Thanksgiving Day games only. Let’s get
down to it:

Titans at Lions: That’s right, the masaccios are
invading the Wheelhouse. If not for Brett and
those pesky Jets, this would likely have been
the first time in history that an 11-0 team
visited an 0-11 team. Still pretty freaking
close. Jeebus, and who says Ford doesn’t need a
bailout? Cause William Clay Ford sure needs some
kind of assistance here with his kitties. Just
brutal. Makes me feel proud of the Bidwells
(That’s bad; really bad). On the other hand, a
rejuvenated Kerry Collins, Chris Johnson, a
tough defense and the always solid as a rock
steady coaching of Jeff Fisher has the Titans
going strong and tied for the best record in the
league with the Elis. This is a tough call, but
I think I’ll roll with teh former Oilers.
Football in Michigan will be a lot better next
year. Has to be; the laws of physics say it
simply cannot get worse. Jeebus.

Seahawks at Cowboys: The Seahawks fell 20-17 at
home to the Skins last week, and have now lost
four straight games. The do have Hassle back
now. Not sure what else, if anything, they got
going though. The Boys on the other hand look to
be gelling and rounding into form now that Tony
Romeo is back in the swing of things. T-Oh is
even catching and running wild again. Cowboys
roll.
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Cardinals at Eagles: Donovan McNabb, heck really
the whole team, has gone wobbly. Thankfully they
have very understanding and patient fans in
Philly, else they might get a little testy with
the Iggles. Oh, wait, these cats booed and
pelted freaking Santa Claus. The Cardinals with
Kurt Warner and their high powered offense ought
to kill the disjointed Eagles. Ought to. But
these are the Cardinals. With a Bidwell owned
team, the light at the end of the tunnel is
always an oncoming bullet train. And the game is
at night and outdoors; the ball will be cold and
hard and hands frozen. Not a good combo for the
fumble prone Kurt Warner. Eagles rebound for a
much needed win.


